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Abstract: Adapting cities and region to facilitate car use is not only a technical issue. It has made society heavily car-dependent, increasing the vulnerability of society to adverse changes in social, economic, environmental, or other spheres. This paper analyzes how the spatial context shapes conditions for car dependency, specifically focusing on the case of the Netherlands. Our research shows that, except in the periphery of the country, most daily amenities are within walking or biking distance, both in cities as well as in suburban and rural areas. However, regarding accessibility to jobs, there is no competitive alternative to the car—even in central city areas, which provide many more travel choices. The differences are not only related to population density or land use within the city, as is often thought, but also to the position of the urban area in the regional spatial context (i.e., its location relative to other urban areas). The bicycle as an alternative transport mode to the car scores highest in monocentric urban regions and in the central areas of cities close to a coastline or a national border. Public transport scores highest in central areas of medium-sized cities in polycentric regions and satellite towns near big cities.

1 Introduction

Across the Western world, the spatial context of cities and regions has been adapted and shaped to facilitate daily car use since the 1950s (and even earlier in North America). The patterns of activities are spreading out as the locations of homes, jobs, and daily amenities are being pulled away from each other and redistributed along ever more extensive road networks. This process continues in the West and is picking up speed in other parts of the world. Adapting the spatial context to car use is not only a
technical issue. It also creates strong car dependency because, in such a tailor-made spatial context, other modes of transport cannot compete with the flexibility, comfort, and speed of the car (Harms 2008; Litman and Laube 2002; Litman and Steele 2011; Stradling 2007; Jeekel 2011; Sheller and Urry 2006).

Car dependency has risks. It makes society vulnerable to possible changes. It leaves users vulnerable to, for example, measures that might be required to address pressing environmental challenges (e.g., rising fuel prices as fossil fuels are replaced by renewable energy and subsidies are phased out or the introduction of a carbon tax to curb CO₂ emissions). It is not certain how car ownership and usage would be affected, but current modeling scenarios predict higher costs—in some cases substantially higher (Jeekel 2013; Millard-Ball and Schipper 2011; Dennis and Urry 2009). Higher costs could threaten the operation of firms located in a heavily car-dependent spatial context, making it more expensive to nurture essential relationships—such as access to workers, suppliers, and customers. If the effect on individual firms is sufficiently broad and severe, the competitiveness of the entire local economy could suffer. The rising costs of car use may also negatively affect the livelihoods of households that, because of their location, rely on cars for access to essential everyday resources such as jobs and amenities. The aggregated effect could be substantial social exclusion.

Car dependency might also stand in the way of upcoming changes in travel preferences. The mobility solutions of the mid-20th century are not the norm anymore. Young people across the developed world no longer see car ownership as the ultimate status symbol. For them, alternative travel modes seem to be important (Kuhnimhof 2011), and a car-dependent spatial context might severely limit their freedom to travel and live as they want. Similar processes seem to be taking place in the business world. Certain types of firms seem to prefer certain spatial contexts—such as dense and diverse cities—because they provide more flexible and diverse connection choices to employees, suppliers, and clients (Florida, 2010) than the car alone cannot offer.

Therefore, the risk of car dependency is that we make ourselves vulnerable to a range of possible—or even likely—changes in environmental, economic, and social spheres. These changes might make a shift to other transportation means desirable or even necessary. The underlying question is whether the spatial context of our cities and regions has become, or would become, an obstacle to making the required and desired changes in the way we travel in our daily lives.

This question is not adequately addressed in the existing literature, and our contribution seeks to fill this knowledge gap. The central research question is as follows: How does the spatial context of cities and regions shape conditions for car dependency?

In order to answer this question, we first examine the drivers and operationalization of car dependency in relation to the spatial context; then we describe the case study and introduce methods to determine the extent of car dependency. Next, we present the research results and move on to the conclusions and recommendations. In closing, the limitations of our study, research proposals, and policy implications are shared.

2 Car dependency: definition, drivers, and operationalization

2.1 Car dependency defined

Car dependency has principally been described and analyzed by North American and Australian authors. According to Newman and Kenworthy (1999), car dependency occurs when a city or area of a city assumes automobile use as the dominant imperative in its decisions on transportation, infrastructure and land use. Kenworthy and Laube (1999) studied 32 large cities worldwide on the car dependency of their inhabitants, comparing car ownership and car use with the use of public transport, and related this to land use characteristics. A problem with these kinds of studies—as Jeekel (2013), based
on Gorham (2002) points out—is that when car dependency is defined in terms of car ownership or car use, the concept of “dependency” is not clarified. Travel behavior is not necessarily related to car dependency. Sometimes people choose to use a car, although alternative transport modes are available (i.e., they are not “dependent” on the car). Jeekel (2013) further distinguishes real (objective) car dependency from emotional (subjective) car dependency. Subjective car dependency can be a matter of habit, or of lack of information about alternative transport modes, but objective car dependency is simply having no acceptable alternative in terms of travel time and costs. This distinction is important, because in light of the discussion on the risks of car dependency in the introduction, it is the availability of alternatives that matters, more so than whether or not these alternatives are used. Following Jeekel (2013) we thus define car dependency as the lack of an adequate transport mode alternative (due to substantially higher time, effort, financial cost factors).

2.2 Drivers of car dependency

In several early studies—for example, Kenworthy and Laube (1999), Newman (1996), and Tayal et al. (2001)—car dependency is related to general spatial characteristics such as land-use density and length of freeways. More recent studies see car dependency more holistically as being part of a mobile lifestyle, which has become dominant in Western society (Steer Davies Gleave 2005; Brindle 2003; Jeekel 2013; Harms 2008). This lifestyle is being characterized by complex mobility patterns, multi-purpose trips, and tight time schedules. Jeekel (2013) foresees that Dutch society as a whole is becoming more car dependent as a result of this. Following Beck (1992) and Sennett (2006), he distinguishes between the first and second phases of modernity. The first phase, now completed, relates to the development of the nation state, with stable institutions, lifelong jobs, and relatively predictable mobility patterns. This phase led to more mobility as a consequence of the spatial dispersion of activities and social differentiation within society. The second phase of modernity, still under way, describes the globalization of the economy, more complex life and work arrangements and mobility patterns, and less stable travel patterns. The complex arrangements of modern life require flexibility and, at the same time, punctuality, as well as what Kaufmann et al. (2004) call “motility”—the individual capacity to move in different directions at different times and to partake in different activities. Jeekel (2013) sees the car as a rational answer to this required motility.

Yet Urry (2004) doesn’t see the use of cars as simply a rational answer to societal needs that have arisen independently. He argues that automobility “reconfigures urban life.” The urban environment built for the convenience of the car has unbundled the territorialities of home, work, business, and leisure that have historically been closely integrated (Urry 2004). Automobility is therefore not just an effect but also a cause of societal changes. Similarly, Handy (1993) explores how the automobile has indirectly led to dramatic changes in patterns of accessibility to retail and service activity within metropolitan regions, resulting in a “cycle of dependence.” Current developments in the Western world illustrate this. In several domains, the traditional close-knit spatial distribution of amenities is disappearing. Schools are being concentrated at new locations in order to share facilities and staff; concentrated large-scale retail centers offer more choice for the customers and reduce operational costs. In other domains, such as health, increasing specialization also requires more trips to multiple destinations. These developments need not result automatically in car dependency. But the demands of accessibility by car and the need for parking space in most cases has resulted in locating new facilities near highways in the periphery of cities, which are difficult to reach with alternative transport modes.

In conclusion, societal forces have produced increasingly more complex mobility needs, and the car has emerged as the dominant answer to these needs. However, the ensuing adaptation of the spatial context to the needs of the car turned the car into the only possible mode choice. This process is illustrated in Figure 1:
2.3 Car dependency as a form of accessibility

While Jeekel (2013) describes car dependency as a general societal development, Stradling’s (2007) analyses of Scotland show differences between areas within a territory. In rural areas, people are sometimes totally dependent on their car while in urban areas people have more travel choices. Silva and Pinho (2010) also show that within a single urban area (Oporto), there might be big differences with regard to potential travel choices. They also make an important step in the conceptualization of the relationship between the spatial context and potential travel choice—they see travel choice and potential mobility as a feature of the combination of land use and transport features in an area, which together affect the accessibility of activities for those living there. Seen from this point of view, car dependency relates to the potential travel choices available within a given spatial context—i.e., accessibility.

According to Geurs and van Wee (2013) accessibility describes the extent to which land use and transport systems enable:

- Groups or individuals to reach activities or destinations by means of a combination of transport modes at various times of the day.
- Companies, public facilities, and other places of activity to receive people, goods, and information at various times of the day.

Accessibility does not describe actual travel behavior but rather the potential for travel behavior. van Wee and Geurs (2013) distinguish four components of accessibility: the land-use component (location of residential areas, centers of activities, etc.), the transport component (modes of transport), the temporal component (as in daily trips versus incidental trips), and the individual component (commuter, traveler for the purpose of a social visit, etc.).

Returning to our key question—How does the spatial context of cities and regions shape conditions for car dependency?—we find a gap in the existing literature. Several authors—for example, Newman and Kenworthy (1999), Kenworthy and Laube (1999), and Tayal et al. (2001)—describe the relation between the spatial context and car use, but not exclusively related to car dependency. Jeekel (2013) describes the general societal forces behind car dependency, with Handy (1993) adding a spatial dimension. Stradling (2007) shows how the spatial context of rural areas leads to the car dependency of the inhabitants of these areas. Silva and Pinho (2010) show the different accessibility levels and resulting travel choices within an urban region (Oporto). A systematic identification of the features of the spatial context that determine car dependency (i.e., specific land-use and transport components) is still lacking.

Using the four components of accessibility described by van Wee and Geurs (2013) and adopting a user point of view, the question of the relation between the spatial context and car dependency can be reframed as follows: How does the spatial context (i.e., the land-use and transport components of accessibility) shape conditions for the car dependency—the lack of alternative mode choices—of individuals in their daily trips to activities?

We will use this conceptualization for our operationalization of car dependency below.
3 Case and research methods

3.1 Case: the Netherlands

To answer the question of how the spatial context of cities and regions shapes conditions for car dependency, we compare the spatial contexts of different areas to identify which transport and land-use components influence potential travel choices. Our field of study is the current situation in the Netherlands. Within the European context, the Netherlands is an interesting case for a number of reasons. First, it is relevant for other contexts because the scale and size of the city regions in the Netherlands are typical of many urbanized parts of Europe. Most people in the Netherlands live in medium-sized city regions ranging from 100,000 to 1 million inhabitants—which reflects the situation in most of Europe, where only a minority lives in larger metropolitan regions like Paris, London, or Berlin—or in rural towns and villages (Giffinger 2007). Second, most cities in the Netherlands are part of polycentric regions in which daily urban systems are interwoven, as is also the case in many urbanized zones in Europe, such as Northern England, parts of Germany, and Northern Italy. However, the Dutch situation is in another way atypical of the European context, most importantly because of the highly planned and compact character of the post-WWII residential extensions of cities, towns, and villages (Geurs and van Wee 2006) and relatively contained urban development patterns (Kenworthy and Laube 1999; Newman 1996). These characteristics are widely advocated in the literature and in policy debates as being important for reducing car dependency (Rogers 1997; Girardet 2004; Duany et al. 2000), making it interesting to assess in which measure and how this is the case.

3.2 Measuring car dependency

Car dependency is not an absolute concept, but it is related to the availability of alternative transport modes to an individual for making a trip. With respect to the spatial context, the land-use and transport components of accessibility can be seen as conditional for car dependency. However, as Geurs and van Wee (2013) point out, accessibility also has a temporal component (when is accessibility needed?). For this study, we distinguish three temporal levels of car dependency:

1. Never needing a car
2. Occasionally needing a car
3. Needing a car every day

Needing a car means that there is no reasonable alternative to the use of a car. Never needing a car is hypothetical for most people in the current situation in the Netherlands. Even people who can’t drive or don’t own a car need a car occasionally, albeit a taxi, ambulance, or the car of a family member. The second group—needing a car occasionally—is more substantial: the people in this group have access to a car but don’t need it on a daily basis, just for incidental trips like some business or social visits, holidays, or a trip to large retail outlets such as furniture stores. In principle, they don’t need to own a car and can rent one or share one when needed. People in the third group, however, need a car on a daily basis: they are, for instance, commuters who have no reasonable alternative for their trip to work or education. They have to own a car in most cases. The evidence shows that once they own a car and use it daily, these people tend to also use it for trips where a choice is possible (Van Acker 2010; Harms 2003). It follows, therefore, that there is an important threshold between levels two and three. In this study, the third group (needing a car every day) is the one considered to be car dependent.
3.3 Access to daily amenities and jobs

When we view the transport needs of individuals in their daily activities, two main kinds of daily trips can be distinguished: trips from home to amenities like shops, health care, or primary schools, which are often local, and commuting trips to work or higher education, which are often more regional. They each set different conditions on the spatial context in relation to car dependency.

3.3.1 Access to daily amenities

For local trips to amenities, 1 kilometer can be seen as an important threshold, since it can be defined as the upper limit of an acceptable walking distance. It follows, then, that for trips of less than 1 km, walking can be considered a reasonable alternative to the use of a car. Destinations within 2.5 km are considered to be an acceptable distance for cycling (Van de Coevering 2013), and for these trips the bicycle can therefore be considered a reasonable alternative to the use of the car. In this study, we have assumed that the aforementioned walking and biking distances are acceptable for everyone and do not further address the impact of variables such as age or the physical conditions of individuals. To identify these conditions, we have used data from Statistics Netherlands (CBS). These data give the average distance from homes to amenities within all the municipalities in the Netherlands, calculated by taking the average of the distance for all individuals who live in the municipality. Distances have been calculated over roads open for all traffic, not over footpaths or bike paths. Figure 2 summarizes this rationale.

Figure 2: Measuring car dependency in relation to the access of amenities

3.3.2 Access to jobs

In the Netherlands, people are prepared to commute to their jobs on average about 30 minutes each way, with a total daily commute of one hour (KIM 2010). Accordingly, to measure the level of car dependency in a given area with respect to access to jobs, we compared the number of jobs accessible by car, by bicycle, and by public transport (bus, tram, metro, and train) within a travel time of 30 minutes. This assessment of the travel choices to all jobs within 30 minutes in a given area is expressed as a travel choice score. When the number of jobs that can be reached within 30 minutes by public transport or bicycle equals that of the car, the travel choice score is set at 100 percent. When more jobs can be reached within 30 minutes by public transport or bicycle than by car, the travel choice score is proportionally more than 100 percent. When fewer jobs can be reached by public transport or bicycle than by car, the score is proportionally less than 100 percent. Travel choice score is an indicator of the level of car dependency in relation to access to jobs, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Measuring car dependency in relation to access to jobs.

Of course, it is possible that an individual who lives in an area where only a relatively limited number of jobs is accessible without a car within 30 minutes may still not use a car—if they can easily
walk to their job, for instance. However, in this study we want to measure the potential travel choices from homes to jobs in a given area, not the actual travel choices for individuals. We follow the reasoning that—irrespective of the jobs residents in an area presently have—access to a diversity of jobs can be seen as a basic need and thus a requirement for selecting residential locations (e.g., considering the increasing job insecurity and job mobility in the current second phase of modernity). In this sense, someone who does not need a car to go to work today might need one in the future, and we want to assess in which measure this is the case.

To compare the different travel times per transport mode (car, bicycle, and public transport), we used the multimodal national transport model developed by Goudappel Coffeng (http://www.goudappel.nl/producten/websites/bereikbaarheidskaart). This transport model is based on a national database of the road network (NDW, http://www.ndw.nu), Open Street Map, and the existing timetables of public transport (http://ns24.nl/ov9292). Although this is a national model, the level of detail for both the car network (110,000 roads, streets, etc.) and the public transport network (4000 lines and 25,000 stops) can be considered sufficient for calculating travel times accurately on the regional level. Travel times by car were calculated for the morning peak period. Congestion is thus taken into account. Travel times for public transport include waiting time and time needed to travel to and from the station. The model has 6700 zones with 1 to 20,000 inhabitants per zone.

This accessibility analysis was carried out using a potential accessibility measurement with a distance decay or impedance function, with closer opportunities weighed more strongly than more distant ones. The travel time of 30 minutes indicates the turning point in our impedance functions, where a job is weighted precisely as one job. Jobs that can be reached within less than 30 minutes are weighted proportionally higher than one, and jobs that are further away than 30 minutes are weighted proportionally less than one.

3.3.3 Land-use and transport characteristics

Based on relevant land-use and transport components identified by the literature referenced in Section 2.3 (Newman and Kenworthy 1999; Kenworthy and Laube 1999; Tayal et al. 2001), we have considered the following characteristics of the spatial context:

- Degree of urbanization, as indicated by the density of addresses (http://www.CBS.nl, adressendichtheid, see Figure 4).
- Size of settlement: a “big city” has more than 500,000 inhabitants, a “medium-sized city” has between 100,000 and 500,000 inhabitants; and a “small city” has fewer than 100,000 inhabitants.
- Network of infrastructure: the road network, including bicycle and footpaths, and the public transport networks have been indirectly accounted for in travel time calculations. Furthermore, and as already mentioned, for the car the effect of congestion and for public transport the effect of actual schedules was considered.
3.3.4 Research sub-questions

In conclusion, the distinction of two types of daily trips (to daily amenities and to jobs), of distance and travel time cut-off points, and of the above land-use and transport characteristics leads to three research sub-questions:

1. To what extent do distances from home to daily amenities exceed 1 km for walking and 2.5 km for cycling?
2. To what extent does the number of jobs accessible from residential areas within 30 minutes of travel time differ according to transport mode (bicycle, public transport, and car)?
3. What are the relationships between the findings from the previous two questions and the spatial context (degree of urbanization, size of settlement, network of infrastructure)?

4 Research results

4.1 Accessibility of daily amenities

In 2011, primary schools in almost all municipalities in the Netherlands were situated within walking distance —i.e., less than 1 km—of residential areas (http://www.cbs.nl, nabijheidsstatistiek; see Figure 5). There is no apparent relation to spatial context characteristics. Only in a few peripheral areas with low densities (and in certain new land extensions) does the average maximum distance rise towards 2.5 km. This is not a comfortable walking distance. Due to population decline in some regions and the general aging of the population, areas in these latter conditions are expected to increase. In several regions of the Netherlands where the population is declining, the closure of up to 50 percent of the schools is being debated following a reduction in the numbers of children of school-going age, which will likely lead to
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An increase in average distances in many situations (G.S. Limburg 2013; Van Til 2007). Furthermore, it must be kept in mind that this is an average distance, meaning that within a municipality there could still be neighborhoods exceeding the threshold.

Distances to large supermarkets (with a minimum floor space of 150 m², which guarantees a minimum of choice of products) show more variations between municipalities; furthermore, these variations correspond more with the density of addresses (http://www.cbs.nl/nabijheidsstatistiek; see Figure 6, compare Figure 4). Nevertheless, in urban and suburban areas, most people live within walking distance from a supermarket; in the more rural areas, a supermarket is mostly still within 2.5 km, which can be considered biking distance. This is also true for medical centers (http://www.cbs.nl/nabijheidsstatistiek).

As with primary schools, however, this might also change following population decline. In several regions of the Netherlands where population is declining, plans for merging medical centers and closing retail outlets are being discussed and sometimes have already been implemented. For instance, the number of shops in small villages (maximum 5000 inhabitants) in the province of Zuid Limburg has, since 2009, fallen by 11 percent (Graaf-Weerts de G. 2013).

Figure 5: Average distance to primary schools per municipality (2011). Source: http://www.cbs.nl, nabijheidsstatistiek
If we shift the metrics from average distances to the amounts of daily amenities within reach, we can see that the number of primary schools and large supermarkets within walking and cycling distance broadly corresponds with the density of addresses (see Figure 7 and 8 respectively, compare Figure 4). It is clear that in the big cities there is far greater choice of schools and large supermarkets within walking and cycling distance. This means that if the possibility to choose is factored in, car dependency grows exponentially in areas with a lower population density.
Figure 7: Number of primary schools within 1 km per municipality (2011). Source: http://www.cbs.nl, nabijheidsstatistiek

Figure 8: Number of large supermarkets (minimum floor space of 150 m²) within 1 km per municipality (2011)
Source: http://www.cbs.nl, nabijheidsstatistiek
4.2 Accessibility of jobs

In the Netherlands, people are prepared to travel to jobs for, on average, half an hour per trip, within a total daily travel time of about one hour (KIM 2010). To measure car dependency in relation to jobs, the number of jobs accessible by car within 30 minutes from a given area is compared with the number of jobs reachable by alternative modes within the same travel time. These alternative modes are public transport and bicycle. As discussed above, we use a travel choice score to determine the degree of car dependency for the accessibility of jobs. When the number of jobs that can be reached within 30 minutes by public transport or bicycle equals that of the car, the travel choice score is set at 100 percent. When there are more jobs that can be reached within 30 minutes by public transport or bicycle than by car, the score is proportionally more than 100 percent. When fewer jobs can be reached by public transport or bicycle, the score is proportionally less than 100 percent.

4.2.1 Accessibility of jobs by bicycle compared with accessibility by car (within 30 minutes of travel time)

Figure 9 shows that in areas with a degree of urbanization below 1500 addresses/km², cycling is not a competitive alternative to the car as a means of reaching jobs. Above 1500 addresses/km², the bicycle becomes a serious alternative in the central parts of some urbanized areas, with an average score of 20 to 40 percent. These scores are indicated in Figure 9 by a circle. The highest bicycle travel choice scores are found in the central areas of some medium-sized towns (100,000–500,000 inhabitants) in the periphery of the country. There, 40 to 60 percent of jobs are accessible within 30 minutes by bicycle, compared to those accessible by car. These scores are indicated in Figure 9 by a bullet. In the big cities (more than 500,000 inhabitants), only the central area of The Hague reaches a score of 40 to 60 percent. The other two big cities, Amsterdam and Rotterdam, have scores of 20 to 40 percent in their central areas.

Figure 9: Number of jobs accessible by bicycle in 30 minutes, compared to car
4.2.2 The accessibility of jobs by bicycle: Relationship with the spatial context

Apparently high urbanization—density of above 1500 addresses/km² or city size above 100,000 inhabitants—is not sufficient for explaining the differences in travel choice score for the bicycle. Commuting by bicycle scores highest in medium-sized cities that are surrounded by a low-density rural area, which points to the effect of regional jobs being concentrated in one center or the city having a “hard” geographical border such as a coast, a national border, or a natural area (i.e., a de facto concentration effect). In order to more systematically explore these findings, in Table 1 we introduced monocentricity and polycentricity as further features of the spatial context. Table 1 documents a clear pattern of a stronger competitive position of the bicycle in monocentric areas. In a monocentric urban region, jobs are concentrated in one center. A polycentric region is composed of several centers and no single center is dominant in terms of jobs (Grünfeld 2010). This absence of a single regional focus for commuting trips might explain why in polycentric regions like the Randstad, the bicycle as an alternative transport mode to jobs does not score higher than 20 to 40 percent. An exception seems to be the central area of The Hague, a big city that is part of a polycentric region of the Randstad. But this, as already mentioned, can be explained by the effect of the coast, a “hard” geographical limit to the spatial dispersion of jobs—and thus amounts to further evidence of the positive effect of employment concentration on bicycle competitiveness.

Table 1: Accessibility of jobs by bicycle (30 minutes), compared to accessibility by car (30 minutes), related to city size and type of spatial structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Polycentric region</th>
<th>Monocentric region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City over 500,000</td>
<td>20–40% in central area (except in border or coastal situation, where it is around 50%)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City 100,000–500,000</td>
<td>20–40% in central area</td>
<td>40–60% in central area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small town/ suburban area</td>
<td>Under 20%</td>
<td>Under 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural area</td>
<td>Under 20%</td>
<td>Under 20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* No cities of this description exist in the Netherlands

4.2.3 Accessibility of jobs by public transport compared with accessibility by car (within 30 minutes travel time)

Figure 10 shows that in areas with a degree of urbanization below 1500 addresses/km², public transport is in no case a competitive alternative to the car as a means to reach jobs within 30 minutes of travel time. Above 1500 addresses/km², public transport becomes a serious alternative in the central parts of some urbanized areas, with average scores of 20 to 40 percent. These scores are shown in Figure 10 by a circle. The highest travel choice scores in relation to public transport are found in the central areas of some medium-sized towns where 40 to 60 percent of jobs are accessible within 30 minutes by public transport, compared to those accessible by car. These scores are shown in Figure 7 by a bullet.

4.2.4 The accessibility of jobs by public transport in 30 minutes: Relationship to the spatial context

Apparently high urbanization—density of above 1500 addresses/km² or city size above 100,000 inhabitants—is not sufficient for explaining the differences in travel choice scores for public transport within 30 minutes. The highest travel choice scores are around the railway station areas of medium-sized...
cities in monocentric or border regions, where the bicycle also has a strong position. Here, a similar reasoning to that made for the bicycle above seems to apply. But there are some polycentric regions where public transport can reach more jobs than the bicycle within 30 minutes (e.g., Almere, a city close to Amsterdam, and the Twente region with two towns within short distance from each other). Apparently the proximity of another center with a concentration of jobs can give public transport a strong position. Utrecht, a major public transport node in the Netherlands, is another such example.

Table 2: Accessibility of jobs by public transport (30 minutes), compared to accessibility by car (30 minutes), related to city size and type of spatial structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Polycentric region</th>
<th>Monocentric region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City over 500,000</td>
<td>20–40% in central area (except in border situations, where it is around 50%)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City 100,000–500,000</td>
<td>20–40% in central area in most cases</td>
<td>40–60% in central area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small town/suburban area</td>
<td>Under 20%</td>
<td>Under 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural area</td>
<td>Under 20%</td>
<td>Under 20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* No cities of this description exist in the Netherlands

Figure 10: Number of jobs accessible by public transport within 30 minutes of travel time, compared to car

4.2.4 Accessibility of jobs by public transport (45 minutes of travel time), compared with accessibility by car (30 minutes of travel time)
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If the benchmark of travel time for public transport is raised to 45 minutes compared to 30 minutes by car—based on the observation that in the Netherlands people on average commute about 30 minutes by car but about 45 minutes when using public transport (www.CBS.nl)—we would have more locations with relatively high travel choice scores (see Figure 11). There are even places where more jobs are found within 45 minutes by public transport than within 30 minutes by car (shown by bullets in Figure 11). These places are found in central areas of medium-sized cities, some small towns, and suburban areas. The central areas of big cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and The Hague (over 500,000) have a relatively low travel choice score compared to most medium-sized cities. In most cases, the travel choice score in central areas of these big cities reaches around 80 percent (shown by circles in Figure 11). Only in the areas directly adjoining the main intercity train stations is the score more than 100 percent (not shown in Figure 11).

Figure 11: Number of jobs accessible by public transport within 45 minutes, compared to car within 30 minutes

4.2.5 The accessibility of jobs by public transport within 45 minutes: Relationship to the spatial structure

The overall picture is intriguing and, at first impression, counterintuitive. As shown in Table 3, the highest travel choice scores related to public transport within 45 minutes are in the central areas of medium-sized cities, some small cities, and suburban areas. In the central areas of big cities within the dense urban field of the Randstad, the most heavily urbanized part of the Netherlands, scores are lower. By contrast, small towns and suburban areas near railway stations in the surrounding areas of these big cities score very high. The findings could be explained by road traffic congestion traveling toward the city centers, which have strong concentrations of jobs, combined with the relatively high quality of public transport.
services to those jobs, together leading to higher public transport travel choice scores in outlying suburbs and small towns. Conversely, urban residents who commute to suburban job locations face little traffic congestion, which, combined with the relatively low quality of public transport services to those jobs, results in lower public transport travel choice scores for central urban areas.

Table 3: Accessibility of jobs by public transport (within 45 minutes), compared to accessibility by car (within 30 minutes), related to city size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City over 500,000</th>
<th>80% in central area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City 100,000–500000</td>
<td>Over 100% in central areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small town, suburban area</td>
<td>Over 100% in central areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural area</td>
<td>Under 20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Travel choice scores of the national population in relation to job access

To allow for an overall assessment, Table 4 shows the travel choice scores (or degree of car independency) of the national population in relation to job access.

Table 4: Travel choice scores of the national population in relation to job access

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Travel choice score</th>
<th>0-20%</th>
<th>20-40%</th>
<th>40-60%</th>
<th>60-80%</th>
<th>Over 80%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% population Bicycle 30 min./Car 30 min.</td>
<td>73.6%</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% population Public Transport 30 min./Car 30 min.</td>
<td>76.3%</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% population Public Transport 45 min./Car 30 min.</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>24.3%</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 4, we combined the travel choice scores with population densities derived from CBS data. As Table 4 illustrates, very few people live in areas where cycling or public transport seriously competes with the car in the accessibility of jobs. Less than 4 percent of the Dutch population lives in an area where at least 40 percent of the jobs accessible by car within 30 minutes are also accessible by bicycle in the same travel time—and less than 3 percent if public transport is considered. Only when the journey time by public transport is increased to 1.5 times the travel time by car is public transport an attractive alternative. Even in this case, only about 20 percent of the population lives in areas where public transport is a strong alternative to the car (80 percent or more).

5 Conclusions, discussion, and further research

5.1 Conclusions

Almost all people in the Netherlands live in places where daily amenities like primary schools, large supermarkets, and medical centers are within walking distance, regardless of density or city size. However, the possibility of choice between amenities is positively influenced by density and city size. This result
has strongly been influenced by policy over recent decades. Concentration of homes within or adjoining existing centers has long been promoted, as well as an ubiquitous availability of primary schools. Furthermore, since the 1960s the Dutch national government outright banned the development of large shopping malls outside the existing urban centers. Another relevant point is that, in comparison to many other countries, the Netherlands has no truly remote, sparsely populated areas, due to its high average population density and its diffuse urbanization patterns. However, this may change in the future, particularly in rural areas in the periphery of the country, as declining populations force both public and private providers to consider a drastic reduction in the number of facilities. It is also worth remembering that the possibility of a choice between daily amenities within walking or cycling distance is much higher in the more densely populated areas.

With regards to the accessibility of jobs, the car is the most competitive transport mode within 30 minutes of travel time in all spatial contexts. Our analysis shows that the transport and land-use characteristics of the spatial context of the Netherlands significantly limit travel choice for daily commuting, even in the most urban areas.

Looking beyond these general patterns, we made a number of observations on how the spatial context shapes conditions for car dependency in relation to the accessibility of jobs.

- **Density (degree of urbanization, expressed by density of addresses) is an explaining factor for car dependency only up to a concentration of 1500 addresses/km². Above this density, there is no apparent relation to the competitiveness of any alternative transport modes.**

- **Size of settlement (city size): Cities with over 100,000 inhabitants show favorable conditions for bicycle and public transport within 30 minutes of travel time. However, when the benchmark of 30 minutes of travel time for public transport is raised to 45 minutes, city size does matter, but in a negative way: Big cities have lower scores than medium-sized cities and some large suburban areas.**

- **Network of infrastructure (the road network, including bicycle and footpaths, and public transport networks): Station areas (intercity and suburban) and their surroundings have relatively high travel choice scores, especially up to 45 minutes. Conversely, road congestion (mostly around the big cities) seems to explain the competitiveness of public transport with 45 minutes of travel time.**

- **Monocentricity/Polycentricity: Our research showed that this is an important feature of the spatial context in relation to car dependency. Monocentricity favors bicycle and local public transport up to 30 minutes of travel time. When the travel time is raised to 45 minutes, polycentrism seems to become an advantage for public transport, but this effect seems to be strongest in the central areas of medium-sized cities and suburban areas, not in the central areas of big cities. A likely explanation is the asymmetric quality of transportation networks, with public transport relatively more competitive when commuting from the suburbs to the cores and relatively less competitive when commuting from the cores to the suburbs.**

Central areas of cities offer more travel choices to daily amenities and jobs than most suburban and rural areas. This finding follows the results of other studies and is even considered to be common knowledge. But our research revealed surprising differences between central urban areas in other respects. Although the absolute accessibility of jobs by all modes scores high in central areas of big cities, the relative accessibility of jobs by bicycle and particularly public transport from these areas seems to be lower than from central areas in some medium-sized cities and large suburban areas. We will return to this in Section 5.3.

### 5.2 Limitations

There are several limitations to our study. We analyzed the accessibility of jobs in general. It could be
argued that variety in daily travel choices for commuting is correlated with higher education. White collar professionals are prepared to travel longer distances to their jobs and perhaps some of them are more inclined to select alternative transport modes, due to particular lifestyle preferences (Kuhnimhof 2011; Florida 2010). Furthermore, from the spatial perspective, it can be assumed that knowledge jobs are more frequently situated in central areas of cities than, for instance, industrial jobs. Somewhat lower car dependency scores might thus be expected. By contrast, in places like the industrial area of Rotterdam, which has low travel choice scores in relation to both bicycle and public transport, the resulting car dependency is worrying. The residents of these areas tend to have lower education levels and are also socially more vulnerable; as a result, they generally tend to have less access to cars. Further exploration of all these aspects is needed.

We did not include higher education institutions as a destination in our research. Journeys to campus by students can be seen as part of the regional commuting pattern and are in this sense relevant to the relationship between the spatial context and car dependency. However, as most students (certainly university students) in the Netherlands live in the place where they study, the bicycle is for them often a viable alternative, which also could partly explain the high and growing bicycle use in university cities like Amsterdam or Groningen. Further research could shed more light in this area.

For children, the daily trip to school is an important part of their mobility pattern. However, children today are more tied to time schedules caused by activities outside school, like extra-curricular courses, sports, and recreation. In our research, we did not count these activities as daily, but of course for parents, certainly those with more than one child, the commute to and from these activities could easily become a daily pattern, in some cases leading to car dependency. More exploration of this dimension is necessary.

The electric bicycle enjoys a growing popularity in the Netherlands (KIM 2014) and can cover greater distances than the traditional bicycle. We did not explore the possibilities of the electric bicycle as an alternative transport mode to amenities and jobs. However, especially in monocentric regions or cities with a border position, the possibilities of the electric bicycle look promising and need specific consideration. Furthermore, in the Netherlands as much as half of those taking a train access the station by bicycle (KIM 2014), suggesting that the bicycle-train combination should also be explored as an alternative transportation mode with specific possibilities (faster than the bicycle, more flexible than public transport).

A more general and fundamental issue is that, in the case of accessibility of jobs, we looked at relative degrees of car dependency instead of setting an absolute threshold. Based on the collected data, it was not possible to set such a threshold. In other words, we could not answer the following questions: Which travel choice scores (percentage of jobs accessible by other means, relative to the car) shape the conditions for car independency? Is it 100 percent, or could it also be less? And how is this related to the absolute number of accessible jobs? Furthermore, our analysis is aggregated, meaning that we cannot say whether a general statement also applies to an individual case. We assumed that access to a wide diversity of jobs (approximated by their total number) is a key and valued feature of a residential location and one that is becoming more important due to increasing flexibility and variability in private life and employment arrangements (as discussed in Section 2.2).

5.3 Reflections and further research

The observation in Section 5.1 (fewer travel choices to jobs in big cities compared to medium-sized cities) fails to correspond with observed travel behavior. For instance, in Amsterdam, the use of bicycles and especially public transport is relatively high compared to other cities and is still growing, at the cost of car use. Car ownership is also remarkably lower in the big cities than in medium-sized cities (Stienstra
One possible explanation could be that because in absolute rather than relative terms, more jobs can be reached from central areas of big cities like Amsterdam than from medium-sized cities; in actual terms, there are enough jobs available to choose from. A counterargument, however, would state that in big cities there is also more competition for jobs (there are more workers), which would balance out the increased job offer. A second possible explanation could be that the heavy use of alternative transport modes in Amsterdam and other big cities has more to do with the proximity of a rich variety of amenities and less with the accessibility of jobs. This situation would also produce second order effects: because one does not need a car for daily amenities, there are fewer incentives to buy a car and more reasons to seek alternative travel options for commuting. Research on the purpose, length, and destination of trips made by different modes can help shed light on this topic. A third and more fundamental possible explanation could be that spatial conditions cannot predict travel behavior without additional information. Two classes of additional factors need to be accounted for. First are other factors that affect spatial conditions but were not included in the analysis—for example, the availability and cost of parking or the frequency of public transport services, which varies greatly between larger and smaller cities. Second and most importantly, in our study we did not account for socioeconomic, demographic, or cultural characteristics of the populations, which are crucial mediating factors between the characteristics of the built environment and travel behavior (Van Acker et al. 2010). A related open issue is self-selection (Bagley and Mokhtarian 2010; Maat 2012; van Wee 2009): Do car (in)dependent people and/or jobs self-select themselves into certain areas? Further research would be needed in order to disentangle the impact of different factors on actual travel choices. In closing, we would like to recall, however, that this is not the focus of our study, which examined the potential for travel choices—a necessary but not a sufficient driver behind actual travel choices.

5.4 Policy implications

Our study confirms that the competitiveness of alternative transport modes is heavily dependent on the spatial context. While this phenomenon needs to be researched in more detail, some implications for policy development can be distilled. In monocentric regions, improving cycling conditions could be the most effective answer to car dependency in relation to jobs. In polycentric regions, policies that favor the location of jobs and services in city centers and near railway stations and the improvement of the system of regional public transport seem to be the most effective measures.

Furthermore, although it is unlikely that the spatial context will fundamentally change in the Netherlands, societal trends may still have significant impacts, and adequate policies could provide much needed guidance. For instance, there is some indication that some offices are turning away from highway locations in favor of the city center and railway station areas, which could reduce car dependency. Policies could support and reinforce this. Also, the advent of high speed rail (HSR) and growth in air travel could influence regional spatial structures. Improving public transport connections with HSR stations and airports could give a boost to regional public transport as a structuring element in spatial developments and reduce the level of car dependency in the region.

Some trends, however, point in the opposite direction. Depopulating and aging regions in the Netherlands are experiencing a simultaneous reduction in the number of facilities and a concentration of the remaining facilities in specific locations. Regrettably, recent decisions indicate a preference for siting these new regional hospitals, retail outlets, and higher education facilities in very car-dependent locations in peripheral areas, such as alongside highways. Awareness of the accessibility implications of these location choices could help identify policy measures that address this problem. For example, policymakers in these regions could reduce the level of car dependency by siting new regional facilities at railway stations or within existing centers.
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